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ABSTRACT 

A content-delivering service within a large-scaled company in 

Taiwan has been proposed to use 40 servers to meet user 

requirements on the previous study. The managers of the case 

company want to use resources as few as possible. From previous 

study [19-21], we suggest them using 19 servers to deliver large 

files. However, because we need not only servers but also links to 

deliver content from the source to all destinations, we cannot 

discuss servers merely. Therefore, we must discuss about the 

reliability and cost of links that in previous study it discussed few 

about this matter. Since the important packets must be delivered 

on time, and the regular packets are flexible. Therefore, we need a 

proper design to make the important packets deliver to the 

destinations without mistake. The regular packets also need to be 

delivered to destinations, but they can resent to destinations until 

the urgent files are delivered completely. Therefore, the reliability 

design of links must consider following utilization: the system is 

used to deliver every kind of data securely, but the important 

packets must be delivered without delay. Therefore, this work 

models the reliability and cost of links to find the proper resource 

allocation that can help manager delivering urgent files and 

regular files.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

A large-scaled service sector regards uninterrupted customer 
service as one of the most important operational goals [12]. A 
typical large-scaled service company has various devices, such as 
personal computers, which are applied by clerks in operation 
centers to process business actions. Every device hosts numerous 
different client software applications, and each linking to the 
systems in the back offices. Generally, a company uses client-
server or web-based architectures to deploy business systems 
[13,14]. Through client-server architecture, users can store 
applications and data, including promotion, area and customer 
codes, on the client devices. Through web-based architecture, 
users can utilize applications through web browser that a user 
cannot store applications on the client devices, but the user still 
needs to access data in the client machine. Obviously, no matter 
what architecture adopted, data will be exchanged among systems. 
For example, the large-scaled case company has ordering system 
and billing system that must exchange data to finish business 
operations. That is, with the interaction of architectures, web-
based systems must write data to the devices for the references of 
client software of other client-server systems [15]. That is, to 
make a system consistent, we must deliver content, including data, 
information and updated files, through a reliable content-
delivering service. 

Additionally, because a large-scaled company has the 
hierarchical architecture, such a company requires a feasible 
approach to sending content along the hierarchy to gain support 
from all business units [16]. To ensure the reliability of content 
delivery, disaster avoidance is important to ensure that failed 
servers on the distribution routes do not bring the distribution to a 
halt [11]. Previous study describes the experience, which 
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originally applied one server to update the contents of all clerks’ 
devices, and has since learned from the experience that disasters 
can stop the content-delivering service. Therefore, the company 
has to develop a new approach for delivering contents along a 
physical hierarchy. A content-delivering service called FnFDS 
(Fire and Forget Distribution System), which distributes the 
updated contents of the company, has been presented [11].  

Previous studies also have analyzed that FnFDS based on the 
server number to find the reliability. The results show that FnFDS 
needs only 19 servers to serve content-delivering requirement and 
has outstanding performance: the content-delivering service will 
be failed 1.90735 occurrences per million hours. That is better 
than six-sigma capability: 3.4 occurrences per million hours [17-
19]. This result only shows how many servers can handle file 
delivery, no matter how many links adopted to transfer packets to 
destinations [19]. However, the content-delivering service needs 
servers and connections to transfer packets. The reliability of the 
link is important to discuss. If we use links improperly, the 
important content might not be delivered to destinations.  

With the evolvement of business environment the server can 
be utilized to disseminate every kind of information (files and 
messages) to more than 15,000 receivers, especially to the front-
end clerks. In terms of resource usage, the connections between 
each server will be used frequently. Once the connections are used 
without considering cost efficiency, the content might not be 
delivered optimally; otherwise, the high-cost links will be used 
only when necessary [20-22]. That is, we must analyze the usage 
of connections to find out how to deliver content with efficiency.  

Additionally, content has its specified privilege to be 
delivered. All kinds of content will be issued by operators, 
managers, and high-level managers. The content sent by high-
level managers or the content is urgent to be delivered needs 
response immediately, but the regular packets sent by others are 
considered with lower priority. That is, the regular message can be 
delayed for delivery. Additionally, the company sometimes wants 
to deliver content immediately to all destinations even when the 
server load is high. That is, the urgent packets must be delivered 
on time. In summary, we must have the higher privilege to send 
urgent files. To understand the usage of connections, we must find 
the business requirements to content delivery service. Finally, we 
investigate a queueing model to analyze the usage of the links 
based on the scenario of the case company [23, 24].  

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 
describes the usage of connections of FnFDS in details. Section 3 
then describes the queueing model of links. Next, Section 4 
discusses the content-delivering service based on the results of 
applying the queueing model. Finally, discussions and concluding 
remarks are presented in Section 5. 

 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
To analyze the connections, we must understand the system 

architecture and its usage. The topology of FnFDS network is a 
completed network: each node has full links to other nodes within 
the same network.   

Additionally, although FnFDS is on-line, the servers and links 
are used for not only file delivery but also every kind of packet 
delivery with the evolvement of business, including: mail, 
emergency information, daily updates, and instant messages. In 

other words, the network is utilized heavily. Furthermore, the 
packets can be delivered to not only all nodes but also partial 
nodes depend on the requirement. For example, once a message 
must be delivered to the northern business unit, the message won’t 
be delivered to other business units. Additionally, each 
undelivered packets should be retrial to deliver to destinations 
immediately once connection error occurred.  However, the 
blocking packets cannot be retrial forever. That is, the capacity of 
the sender is limited to let packets wait to be sent. Without loss of 
generality, we assume the queue for re-sending packets is limited. 
(Fig.1)  

 

Figure 1. System Architecture 

Using FnFDS, we can deliver packets through the root server 
mainly, but we still can use other servers to send files as well. 
That is, each server can be the role of root server. Therefore, once 
a server receives the sent file, the server will deliver the file to 
other linked servers.  

From above description, in terms of cost efficiency, the 
manager must understand how to use the connections of a server 
(sender) efficiently. Because the important packets (urgent files) 
must be delivered on time, but the network might be occupied to 
transmit other packets (regular files). We must understand how 
many links must be used to send urgent files. Once there are � 
outbound lines of the root server, the cost analysis of this study is 
tried to find how many lines of � for transmitting urgent files. 
Namely, we must set up a signal for remaining lines to deliver 
urgent files. For example, if the signal is assigned to “ � ” 
connections, the connections will be reserved to deliver urgent 
packets only when “�” and above of connections are occupied. 

Additionally, once the important message cannot be delivered, 
the business cannot go on properly. For example, once a notice of 
“system shutdown” cannot be sent to all receivers who need this 
information, the business operation should be terminated. 
Additionally, the frequency of sending packets on peak hours and 
regular hours is different. The peak hour means the managers send 
messages frequently, and the packets will be sent more often than 
regular hours.  

The business operations are described as follows. In average, 
each file (packets) set 5.5 minutes to deliver to all destinations. 
The frequency of content delivery is set to transmit 5 times of 
general usage per minute and 2 times of important/emergency 
packet delivery per minute on the peak hour. The frequency of 
content delivery is set to transmit 0.06 times of general usage per 
minute and 0.01 times of important/emergency packet delivery 
per minute on the regular hour. The general usage packets should 
be retried for delivery after block by occupation of the connection. 



That is, the packets enter a retrial group to wait the available 
network connections when they are blocked. The blocking packet 
in the retrial group will be sent after network is available to 
transfer packets. Additionally, the retrial group is finite because of 
the sparse business resources. Therefore, the message has the 
possibility to be discarded. From the experience, the probability of 
failing to re-send packets is almost 30% on the peak hour and 5% 
on the regular hour. 

Finally, from the summary of the interview of managers, the 
cost of no delivering important packets is 20 times the cost of 
delivering packets successfully; the cost of no delivering regular 
packets is 2 times the cost of delivering packets successfully. 

  

3. A QUEUEING MODEL 

 

We investigate a queueing model for the connection usage of 
FnFDS in a large-scaled company. There are two types of content, 
one is the regular files and the other is urgent files. Let �� and �� 
be the average arrival rates of regular files and urgent files 
respectively. Based on the described scenario, we assume that 
there are � links (connections or transmission channels) in FnFDS, 
where 1 < � < ∞. Link transmission rate (service rate) of both 
type of files (regular files and urgent files) is µ. If there exists at 
least one free link upon arrival of urgent files, it is admitted to be 
transmitted immediately. Otherwise, the attempt of transmission 
of urgent files is forcedly terminated. Let 	�  be the probability 
that urgent files cannot be transmitted (do not receives service). 

When there are � (1 ≤ � ≤ �) or more links being busy, the 
incoming regular files will be blocked and enter the retrial group. 
The blocked regular files in the retrial group try to be re-sent after 
retrial time whose distribution is exponentially distributed with 
rate �. Here, we assume that capacity of the retrial group is finite, 
say � . This assumption is not extraordinary for intra-network 
content-delivering services. Let 	� be the probability that regular 
files cannot be transmitted (do not receives service) on its first 
attempt. Moreover, let � be the probability that blocked regular 
files enter the retrial group. Then 1 − �  is the probability that 
regular files are blocked and leave the system forever. The retrial 
rate of blocked files in the retrial group is α . Let �  be the 
probability that regular files in the retrial group return to retrial 
group after an unsuccessful retrial. Then 1 − � is the probability 
that regular files in the retrial group leave the system after an 
unsuccessful retrial. The average number of regular files in retrial 
group is �.(Fig. 2) 

…

Figure 2. Queueing Model 

We investigate the total expects cost function of this file 
transmission system. Our objective is to minimize the total 
expected cost by setting the threshold � given the number of links 
is �. We construct a total expected cost function (per unit time) 

for the N-signal �/�/�  queueing system, where �  is the 
decision variable. The total expected cost function (per unit time) 
can be constructed as 

           ����, �� = ��� + ��	� + ��	�,                                �1� 

where �� is the holding cost per unit time for each file present in 
the system, �� is the blocking cost for each lost regular file, and �� is the blocking cost for each lost urgent files. 

Let ����� be the random variable representing the number of 
blocked regular files in the retrial group at time �. Let � ��� be the 
random variable representing the number of files under 
transmission (in service) at time � , including regular files and 
urgent files. Then �����  and � ���  can be modeled as a 2-
dimensional Markov chain, whose !-matrix can be given by 

"��#, $�, �#’, $’�� =

%&
&'
&&
(�� + ����#�#��1 − �����$)0

+     

if #′ = #,  $ ′ = $ + 1,0 ≤ # ≤ �, 0 ≤ $ ≤ � − 1if #′ = #,  $ ′ = $ + 1, 0 ≤ # ≤ �, � ≤ $ ≤ �if #′ = # − 1,  $′ = $ + 1,1 ≤ # ≤ �, 0 ≤ $ ≤ � − 1if #′ = # − 1,  $′ = $, 1 ≤ # ≤ �, � ≤ $ ≤ �if #′ = # + 1,  $′ = $, 0 ≤ # ≤ �, � ≤ $ ≤ �  if #′ = #,  $ ′ = $ − 1, 0 ≤ # ≤ �, 1 ≤ $ ≤ �
otherwise

�2�  

Let 	�#, $� be the stationary probability at state�#, $�. Then we can 
derive the balance equation as follows:  

    ∑ ∑ 	�#, $�" /�#, $�, 0#′, $′12 = 0345�675� .          �3� 

Solving the balance equation, we can obtain the stationary 
probability 	�#, $�. Therefore, some important performance 
measures of this queueing system can be determined as follows. 
The average number of regular files in retrial group is  

                        � = ∑ ∑ #	�#, $�345�675� .                       (4) 

The probability that regular files cannot be transmitted on its first 
attempt is 

                        	� = ∑ ∑ 	�#, $�345:675� .                       (5) 

The probability that urgent files cannot be transmitted (do not 
receives service) on its first attempt is 

                         	� = ∑ 	�#, ��675� .                          (6) 

 

4. DISCUSSION 
 

From the description in section 2, we find following terms:  

1/µ = 5.5 min (each packet set should spend 5.5 minutes to deliver 
to all destinations),  

� = 20 (capacity of the retrial group),  

� =18 (transmission channels), 

� = 1 (the probability that blocked regular files enter the retrial 
group), 

� = 0.95 (the probability that regular files in the retrial group 
return to retrial group after an unsuccessful retrial), 

�� = 1 (holding cost per file), 

�� = 2 (blocking cost for regular files), 

�� = 20 (blocking cost for urgent files), 



�� = 5 (files/min) /  �� = 2(files/min) at peak hour, and 

�� = 0.06 (files/min) /  �� = 0.01(files/min) at regular hour. 

Additionally, to compare the differences of the frequency of 
retrying to send to destination, we assume following three 
parameters to find the differences: 

�� = 12 (retrying to send to destination per 5 seconds: the design 
of the FnFDS),  

� = 30 (retrying to send to destination per 2 seconds), and 

�> = 600 (retrying to send to destination per 0.01 seconds). 

We have following results. We found that at the peak hour, 
the smaller the frequency of retrying to send packets to destination 
(� is larger) is, the larger the total expected cost (shown in Fig. 3). 
Additionally, along with the increasing �, the total expected cost 
is fixed until the point � (� = 15 on �� = 12; � = 16 on � =30; � = 17 on �> = 600). When �is larger than the rising point, 
the expected cost will increase along with the increasing �. Fig. 4 
shows that at the regular hour, no matter what �  is, the total 
expected cost has almost no difference along with the increasing 
threshold � . It shows that the optimized �  (that can meet the 

minimum cost) is increased along with the increasing �.  

 

Figure 3. The threshold H versus total expected cost IJ�H, KL� at peak hour. 

 

 

Figure 4. The threshold H versus total expected cost IJ�H, KL� at regular hour. 

Fig. 5 shows that at the peak hour, along with the increasing 
threshold �, the smaller the frequency of retrying to send packets 
to destination is, the smaller the average number of regular files in 
the retrial group is fixed until the point N( � = 15 on �� =12; � = 16 on � = 30; � = 17 on �> = 600 ). At the regular 
hour, no matter what � is, we can expect the same results as at 
regular hour: the average number of regular files in the retrial 
group is down very soon along with the increasing threshold � 
(shown in Fig. 6). 

 

Figure 5. The threshold H versus average number of regular 

files in retrial group M at peak hour. 

 

Figure 6. The threshold H versus average number of regular 

files in retrial group M at regular hour. 

At the peak hour, along with the increasing threshold �, no 
matter what � is, those curves of probabilities that regular files 
cannot be transmitted on its first attempt files are decreasing and 
concave until the point � (� = 15 w �� = 12; � = 16 on � =30; � = 17 on �> = 600� (shown in Fig. 7). Fig. 8 shows that at 
the regular hour, no matter what � is, those curves of probabilities 
that regular files cannot be transmitted on its first attempt files are 
decreasing and convex. We find that the probability at regular 
hour is decreased faster than that at peak hour along with the 

increasing threshold �. 



 

Figure 7. The threshold H versus the probability that regular 

files cannot be transmitted on its first attempt OP at peak hour. 

 

Figure 8. The threshold H versus the probability that regular 

files cannot be transmitted on its first attempt OP at regular 

hour. 

Finally, along with the increasing threshold �, at the peak 
hour or at the regular, no matter what �  is, those curves of 
probabilities that urgent files cannot be transmitted on its first 
attempt files are convex until the point � ( � = 15 w �� =12; � = 16 on � = 30; � = 17 on �> = 600� (shown in Fig. 9 
and Fig. 10). The probability at peak hour is increased early than 
at regular hour.  

 

Figure 9. The threshold H versus the probability that urgent 

files cannot be transmitted OQ at peak hour. 

 

Figure 10. The threshold H versus the probability that urgent 

files cannot be transmitted OQ at regular hour. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Along with the business evolvement, the sparse resources 
must be used carefully, especially for a large-scaled company. 
Previous studies show that a large-scaled case company 
employees a content delivery application to transfer files of the 
important back-office system. To transfer packets, we need 
servers and connections (links). Previous studies also show that 19 
is an optimized number of servers to help the application to 
deliver content. However, the connection of the application has 
not been discussed. Because of the sparse networking resources, 
we must understand the cost of links to help the manager make 
decision to adopt proper networking facilities to build up the 
content delivery service. Therefore, in this work, based on the 
scenario provided by the case company, we try to analyze the cost 
of links.  

Additionally, each delivering file has its importance. Once an 
important file needed to be sent, the connections must be available 
to transmit the file. For example, if there are � outbound lines of 
the server, the cost analysis of this study is tried to find how many 



lines (�) of � we should use for transmit urgent files. That is, we 
must find out how to set up a proper signal for remaining lines to 
deliver urgent packets. 

Through analyzing the queneing model, we found that at the 
peak hour, the smaller the frequency of retrying to send packets to 
destination ( � is larger ) is, the larger the total expected cost 
presents along with the increasing threshold � . Additionally, 
along with the increasing �, the total expected cost is decreasing 
firstly, and then meeting the minimum cost, finally increasing 
along with the increasing �. At the regular hour, no matter what � 
is, the total expected cost has almost no difference along with the 
increasing threshold �.  

Finally, through our proposed scenarios and assumptions, we 
found the total expected costs and the optimized N will be found 
(in terms of the minimum point): � =17 (when � = 600), � =16 
(when � = 30), and � =15 (when � = 12). That is, once the other 
parameters are fixed, the optimized � (that can meet the minimum 
cost) is decreased along with the frequently resending packets to 
the destination.  
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